Tea ceremony experience for G6 class
July 4th
This time Japanese Traditional Culture
Experience was Tea ceremony. Eight
instructors practicing tea ceremony every
week at the Cultural Center visited our
school and showed us the manner to drink
special Japanese tea. This ceremony which
has a long history is becoming rare even
for Japanese but very precious opportunity
to know the spirit of Japanese mind.

Tour to the fire department for G3 & G4
G3 & G4 students visited a fire
department near our school. Interestingly,
the color of the fire engine is yellow, that is
red in Japan, and the dial number is 999,
that is 119 in Japan. There are 23 fire
stations in Abu Dhabi and they will arrive
within 7 minutes to the accident or the fire
site. Fire fighters are protecting our daily
lives wearing the clothing which withstand
700 degrees of the heat.

Main Activities in September
5th physical measurement
6th Abacus class starts
Proficiency test for Junior HS
7th Evacuation drills
11th Sports Class starts
28th Summer Festival
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1st term end ceremony & Farewell Party July 20th
After the term end ceremony, we held a farewell party for
6 Japanese students returning to Japan and 1 student
changing school at this end of the term.
At the opening ceremony of September, we'll welcome
four new students, so the number of students this school will
be 52. We're expecting five more students coming in by
November. It'll be nice that we can have more friends here

Abu Dhabi Time by Sasaki Sensei

July 4th

In the second Abu Dhabi time, Mr. Sasaki served as a
lecturer on the theme of "the bond between UAE and Japan".
Not only well-known oil industry but also relations of the
two countries such as pearls, urban planning and contribution
of the Japanese to the greening project through mangrove
planting were introduced. Hoping that the bond between
students from both countries will be a big bridge between

Parent’s day

July 11th – July 13th

child's class observation and individual talk with homeroom
teacher was held before the end of first term. Looking back
student's school activities during the term then discussed
student's task for the summer vacation. We hope the time
parent and teacher talked became a good chance to share
student's goal or dream of the future.

